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About the Story

         The Kingdom of Gwalinad is in its last days of existence. The evil wizard Vourtram, aided by an army of demoniac creatures, razed most of the old cities, spreading terror everywhere. When the capital Linwynne fell, the loyal forces of the old King fled to the hidden city of Chuma Huppic, an old stronghold defended by a magical maze that prevents enemy forces from entering. However, Princess Grardobeth was captured, and many died in the hands of the evil wizard. The princess is kept as a hostage in the high tower of the Castle of Vourtram. Vourtram demands a marriage with the princess followed by the King's abdication, thus making him the new King over Gwalinad. 
 
You are the hero, an orphan born under the sign of the Phoenix who, according to the prophecies, is destined to defeat Vourtram and his evil forces. Pick your class between warrior, wizard, and thief, each with an exclusive path to solve the puzzles. The warrior has easier puzzles, but requires some luck; wizards and thieves only require brains. It is up to you to first develop your skills as a hero, and afterwards depart in the quest to rescue the princess and destroy the evil of ... The Castle of Vourtram.
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                  2 people found the following review helpful:
                 
[image: ] A fun big RPG with nice styling but some bugs, November 17, 2017
by MathBrush
Related reviews: 2-10 hours
This RPG in Quest is just gorgeous. I loved the font and coloring. 
 
You can choose a class, then do a preliminary quest, then a bigger quest, then maybe another one, then the final quest. 
 
It held up better than just about any of the web RPGs in this comp. I couldn't finish it because it was really, really long. 
 
I'd give it more stars, but there were some typos and some minor bugs. If they were fixed up, it would be great.
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The Castle of Vourtram on IFDB
Recommended Lists
The Castle of Vourtram appears in the following Recommended Lists:Best of Quest by Denk
There are lots of Quest games, some better than others. These are my favourites:

Polls
The following polls include votes for The Castle of Vourtram:Best of Quest by Denk
There are more than 600 Quest games on IFDB. Surely there must be a lot of bad Quest games, but there are certainly good ones too. It would be interesting to know, which ones are worth playing.
Games with Replay Value by Lance Cirone
These are games that you can come to again and again, even after you beat them. It could be a story-heavy game where you won't connect all the dots until you run through it a second or third time, or an expansive core mechanic that...
Parser games with WOW moments. by Marco Innocenti
Vote for parser games (in all of history) that had incredible Wow moments, twists, or whatever made you think for ages or left you seriously amazed. As an example “that moment” in Spider and Web. Please avoid being spoilery as I would...
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